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The color is an objective reality ,in the design it’s an important information visual t 
elements ,needs subjective experience, people recognize color is an understand and re-understanding 
process, post modern design thinking and practice not only from environmental and ecological point of 
view and actively explore the establishment of a new symbiotic relationship between human and nature 
through design, and respect different cultures, to carry forward the spirit of humanism, the color 
aesthetic is subjective and the objective to reflect and process, reflect and process is not permanent 
change, this process is a continuous movement. Different regions, different times, different cultural 
backgrounds, different ethnic groups of color has a different experience and understanding from the 
perspective of historical development, the subjective experience of color but also has some common 
characteristics, and this commonality is the tradition of modern the psychological impact of this 
commonality makes the resonance of the return to the traditional color to find in modern design. 
 Starting to study the traditional Chinese view, tap the cultural spirit of the traditional color 
concept, scientific thinking and scientific methods combined with modern design color, and an 
inexhaustible demand for new development to seek the renewal of traditional color concept in modern 
design with modern society is the purpose of this article . The traditional Chinese concept of color is a 
relatively complex, historic and cultural systems, is the Chinese culture on the color system to 
recognize the sum of both the science of ingredients, but also involves political, philosophical, ethical 
and other aspects. The modern design color theory is the product of the door of a blend of modern 
science, modern design color is the product after the baptism of the different design styles to conform 
to society, to adapt to the needs of people, thus the design of the modern color design-oriented cultural 
connotations and spiritual expression; pay more attention to physical science and psychological science 
to explore the scientific design. Traditional Chinese color on color theory, which is based on the five-
color system based on; color culture, which is based on Confucian culture as the background; color 
thinking, he is a black and white realm of Taoism is still ink-led , but also by the impact Buddhism 
color.The traditional Chinese concept of fusion of such modern design, not conform to modern design 
in the scientific nature of the color on the cultural connotation conform to the color requirements of 
modern design. 
 Based in the modernization of traditional colors and modern design for the nationalization of 
this proposition, a comprehensive combing the traditional color concept, in-depth analysis of the basic 
law of modern design and modern colors, and strive to explore the basic methods of rational use of 
traditional colors concept in modern design, reflection and understanding, combined with traditional to 
cater to the modern society, cultural heritage, beyond tradition, exploring Chinese modern design due 
to the use of color is the proposition of contemporary Chinese design industry must respond to the era 
of color and color design concepts, phenomena, and hard red . No more traditional now, to inherit and 
develop the traditional color, you need insight into the historical dimension and the cultural 
connotation of the traditional Chinese concept of aesthetic research their ancestors and create summary 













ideological and inner soul; At the same time, in-depth understanding of modern color theory, from 
which to explore the methods and laws of the traditional color concept used in modern design colors. 
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